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DEFINITION2

BIOMIMICRY
the examination of Nature, its models, systems, 
processes, and elements to emulate or take 
inspiration from in order to solve human problems.
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ICD / ITKE Research Pavilion
ICD / ITKE University of stuttgart

This project explores the potential of biomimetic 
design strategies for performative morphology in 
architecture using computer-based design methods. 
The sea urchin’s plate skeleton morphology was 
achieved using a modular system of polygonal 
plates and a particular joining system, which 
allowed the pavilion to have high load bearing 
capacity.
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al bahar towers responsive facade
aedas architects

For this responsive facade, which takes 
cultural cues from the “mashrabiya” (a 
traditional Islamic lattice shading device), 
a parametric description for the geometry 
of the actuated facade panels was used in 
order to simulate its operation in response 
to sun exposure and changing incidence 
angles during the different days of the year.
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hygroscope: meteorosensitive morphology
achim menges & steffen reichert

This wooden model, suspended within a glass 
case, explores the principles of responsive 
architecture. When the humidity level within the 
case rises, the system reacts by ventialting the 
air without any equipment or electricity.
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resonant chamber
rvtr

This is an interior envelope system that 
deploys the principles of rigid origami 
to transform the acoustic environment 
through dynamic spatial, material and 
electro-acoustic technologies
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5 APPLICATION





SUN PATH SURFACE5
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